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ABSTRACT
Soundfields that have been decomposed into spherical harmonics (i.e., encoded into higher-order ambisonics
– HOA) can be rendered binaurally for off-center listening positions, but doing so requires additional process-
ing to translate the listener and necessarily leads to increased reproduction errors as the listener navigates
further away from the original expansion center. Three techniques for performing this navigation (simulating
HOA playback and listener movement within a virtual loudspeaker array, computing and translating along
plane-waves, and re-expanding the soundfield about the listener) are compared through numerical simula-
tions of simple incident soundfields and evaluated in terms of both overall soundfield reconstruction accuracy
and predicted localization. Results show that soundfield re-expansion achieves arbitrarily low reconstruc-
tion errors (relative to the original expansion) in the vicinity of the listener, whereas errors generated by
virtual-HOA and plane-wave techniques necessarily impose additional restrictions on the navigable range.
Results also suggest that soundfield re-expansion is the only technique capable of accurately generating
high-frequency localization cues for off-center listening positions, although the frequencies and translation
distances over which this is possible are strictly limited by the original expansion order.

1. INTRODUCTION
Binaural navigation of three-dimensional (3D) higher-
order ambisonic soundfields (i.e., soundfields that have
been decomposed into spherical harmonics through
modal beamforming) enables a listener to virtually ex-
plore an acoustic space and experience a spatially-

accurate perception of the soundfield. Applications of
binaural navigation may be found in virtual-reality re-
productions of real-world spaces. For example, to repro-
duce an orchestral performance in virtual reality, binaural
navigation of an acoustic recording of the performance
is likely to yield superior spatial and tonal fidelity com-
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pared to that produced through acoustic simulation of
the performance. Binaural navigation of acoustic record-
ings may also be preferable when reproducing real-world
spaces for which computer modeling of complex wave-
phenomena and room characteristics may be too com-
putationally intensive for real-time playback and interac-
tion.

Traditional binaural recordings (such as those made with
binaural dummy heads) can provide a listener with an
accurate spatial perception of a 3D soundfield, but are
inherently limited in two ways: 1) the perspective expe-
rienced by the listener during playback is restricted to the
vantage point of the recording individual in the original
soundfield and 2) the 3D localization cues embedded in
the recording are only ideally suited for playback to the
recording individual, as the recording individual’s unique
morphology (i.e., that individual’s head-related transfer
function) has already filtered the incoming sound waves
in a highly idiosyncratic and direction-dependent man-
ner.

The latter issue may be resolved by post-processing a
higher-order ambisonics (HOA) recording of a sound-
field (made, for example, using a spherical microphone
array [1]) with an individual’s particular head-related
transfer functions (HRTFs), in a process known as bin-
aural decoding of HOA. However, existing binaural
decoding techniques have primarily been developed to
place the listener at the position of the recording ar-
ray [1, 2, 3, 4], so the former issue remains largely unad-
dressed.

One possible explanation for this is that a finite-order
spherical-harmonic expansion of a soundfield yields only
an approximation to that soundfield, the accuracy of
which decreases with increasing frequency and distance
from the expansion center [5], so the prospect of navi-
gating such a soundfield is inherently limited. However,
synthetic soundfields can be generated to arbitrarily high
orders, and microphone array technology is rapidly ad-
vancing, such that it may soon be practical to capture
very high-order expansions of real soundfields.

Another, more fundamental limitation of the spherical-
harmonic description of soundfields is that the region
over which the expansion is valid is limited by the nearest
sound source to the expansion center (see Section 2.2),
so near-field sources pose a particularly limiting prob-
lem to navigation. However, many real soundfields
are free of extremely near-field sources, and alternative

solutions for rendering synthetic near-field sources ex-
ist [6]. Therefore, despite the challenges facing navi-
gational techniques, the problem of binaural navigation
remains compelling.

1.1. Background and Previous Work
Higher-order ambisonics (HOA) provides a multichan-
nel framework for representing measured soundfields, in
which each signal (hereafter referred to as an “ambisonic
signal”) represents a different term of that soundfield’s
spherical-harmonic expansion. Generally, binaural de-
coding of HOA aims to generate the appropriate binaural
signals for a listener at a point (with any orientation) in
a recorded (or synthesized) soundfield, such that the re-
sulting perception of the soundfield is identical to that
which would have occurred in the real soundfield. At the
origin, this task may be accomplished by:

1. decoding the ambisonic signals to a fixed set of vir-
tual loudspeakers and filtering each loudspeaker’s
signal by the appropriate HRTF [3, 4],

2. transforming the ambisonic signals into a plane-
wave expansion of the soundfield and filtering each
plane-wave term by the appropriate HRTF [1, 6],

3. decomposing the (first-order only) ambisonic sig-
nals into plane-wave components using non-linear,
parametric techniques (e.g., HARPEX) and filtering
each component by the appropriate HRTF [2], or

4. using a spherical-harmonic decomposition of the
listener’s HRTFs to filter each ambisonic signal di-
rectly [7, 8].

Rotation of the listener (or, equivalently, of the sound-
field) in HOA is straightforward and has been well-
established in the literature [9, 10], so we will not dis-
cuss it in detail. Briefly, it involves the application of
rotation matrices to change coordinates and frequency-
independent mixing of the ambisonic signals. However,
techniques to translate the listener to any other point in
the soundfield require additional processing and are not
as well-established.

One technique to allow navigation throughout the sound-
field is to decode the ambisonic signals to a given
loudspeaker array and simulate playback and naviga-
tion within that array. For real HOA playback, Frank et
al. showed that so-called “max-rE” decoding schemes
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yield more accurate localization at off-center posi-
tions [11], and Satongar et al. showed that off-center lo-
calization improves with increasing HOA expansion or-
der [12]. Also, to account for the finite distances of loud-
speakers from the listening position, Daniel developed
a near-field-compensated decoding scheme which treats
the loudspeakers as point-sources and consequently re-
constructs the soundfield more accurately at off-center
locations [13]. In Section 3.1, we describe a method
which employs these optimized decoding techniques and
simulates navigation relative to virtual point-source loud-
speakers.

An alternative navigational technique is to compute a
plane-wave expansion of the soundfield and translate
along each plane-wave term. Menzies and Al-Akaidi
first derived the mathematical operations required for
this technique, although they did so while developing a
technique to more accurately render synthetic near-field
sources binaurally by way of a plane-wave expansion and
translation [6]. Schultz and Spors later formulated the
plane-wave translation technique for the purpose of bin-
aural navigation and examined the time- and frequency-
domain consequences of the translation operation [14].
The localization properties of this technique were ex-
plored by Winter et al., who showed that the range over
which accurate localization is possible increases with
HOA expansion order and that increasing the number of
plane-wave-expansion terms beyond a certain threshold
(also set by the expansion order) does not improve local-
ization [15]. This technique is reviewed in Section 3.2.

The final navigational technique we consider is to trans-
late the HOA expansion center by re-expanding the
soundfield about the desired point. Gumerov and Du-
raiswami derived recurrence relations which enable fast
computation of such re-expansions [9] and Zotter ex-
tended those derivations to real-valued spherical harmon-
ics [10]. Menzies and Al-Akaidi in particular described
how this technique can be used to allow a listener to vir-
tually navigate a higher-order ambisonic soundfield [16],
although a detailed analysis was not performed. This
soundfield re-expansion technique is described in Sec-
tion 3.3.

With the exception of the plane-wave expansion and
translation technique, the errors generated by the navi-
gational techniques described above and their effects on
localization have not been investigated.

1.2. Objectives and Approach
The objective of this work is to compare various existing

techniques for binaural navigation of higher-order am-
bisonic soundfields. To that end, we perform numerical
simulations of each navigational technique and use ob-
jective metrics to evaluate the errors introduced by each
technique and their effects on localization.

1.3. Paper Overview
In Section 2, we briefly review the theory of 3D sound-
fields which will be used to formulate the navigational
techniques presented in Section 3. Then, in Section 4,
we present objective metrics with which we compare the
performances of these navigational techniques and de-
scribe the numerical simulations conducted. The results
of these simulations are presented and discussed in Sec-
tion 5 and conclusions indicated by these results are sum-
marized in Section 6.

2. ACOUSTICAL THEORY
In this section we review the 3D acoustical theory that
will be used in Section 3 to formulate navigational tech-
niques.

2.1. Definitions and Conventions
Here, we adopt a spherical coordinate system commonly
used in HOA, in which r is the (nonnegative) radial dis-
tance from the origin, θ ∈ [−π/2,π/2] is the elevation
angle above the horizontal (x-y) plane, and φ ∈ [0,2π)
is the azimuthal angle around the vertical (z) axis, with
φ = 0 corresponding to the +x-axis and φ = π/2 to the
+y axis. For a position vector r = (x,y,z), we denote unit
vectors with a “hat,” such that r̂ = r/r.

Also common in HOA, we use real-valued spherical har-
monics of degree n≥ 0 and order m ∈ [−n,n] given by

Y m
n (θ ,φ) = Nm

n P|m|n (sinθ)×

{
cos |m|φ for m≥ 0,
sin |m|φ for m < 0,

where Nm
n is a normalization term and P|m|n is the associ-

ated Legendre polynomial of degree n and order |m|. For
the orthonormal (N3D) spherical harmonics, the normal-
ization term is given by [13]

Nm
n =

√
(2n + 1)(2−δm)

4π

(n−|m|)!
(n + |m|)!

,

where δm is the Kronecker delta.

2.2. Description of 3D Soundfields
We define the acoustic potential field ψ as the Fourier
transform of the acoustic pressure field, such that, in
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a source-free region (i.e., under free-field conditions),
the acoustic potential field satisfies the homogeneous
Helmholtz equation,(

∇
2 + k2)

ψ(k,r) = 0, (1)

where ∇2 is the Laplace operator and k is the angular
wavenumber. Regular (i.e., not singular) solutions to the
Helmholtz equation are given by [9]

Rm
n (k,r)≡ jn(kr)Y m

n (θ ,φ), (2)

where jn is the spherical Bessel function of order n.
These solutions are only valid under free-field condi-
tions, and can be used to describe the acoustic potential
in an interior region, that is, for r < r0, where r0 is a fi-
nite distance. So that the region remains source-free, r0
is typically taken to be the distance of the nearest source
to the origin.

Provided these restrictions are met, any acoustic poten-
tial can be written as an infinite sum of regular solutions,
known as a spherical Fourier-Bessel series expansion,
given by [9]

ψ(k,r) =
∞

∑
n=0

n

∑
m=−n

Am
n (k)Rm

n (k,r), (3)

where Am
n are the corresponding (frequency-dependent)

expansion coefficients.

3. NAVIGATIONAL TECHNIQUES
In this section, we review three techniques for binau-
ral navigation of higher-order ambisonic soundfields.
Each technique operates using the same finite spheri-
cal Fourier-Bessel series expansion of the soundfield, so
each technique is constrained by the same fundamental
limitations regarding the accuracy and the region of va-
lidity of the original expansion. We refer to this expan-
sion as the “band-limited” (BL) potential field, given by

ψBL(k,r) =
NS

∑
n=0

n

∑
m=−n

Am
n (k)Rm

n (k,r), (4)

where NS is the order-limit of the expansion and Am
n are

the complex-valued, frequency-dependent expansion co-
efficients, when the expansion is taken about the origin.

3.1. Virtual Higher-Order Ambisonics
The first navigational technique we consider involves
simulating HOA playback over a virtual array of loud-
speakers (hereafter called “virtual HOA”). In this case,

binaural navigation requires only that the HRTFs applied
to each loudspeaker signal (appropriately attenuated and
delayed based on distance) be updated based on the po-
sition of the listener relative to that loudspeaker.

The process of decoding HOA to NL loudspeakers is typ-
ically expressed as a (frequency-domain) matrix multi-
plication between the so-called decoding matrix and am-
bisonic signals, which yields the appropriate loudspeaker
signals. Methods of calculating the decoding matrix have
been extensively researched (see, for example, Heller et
al. [17]) and it is outside of the scope of this work to dis-
cuss them in detail. Briefly, the decoding matrix attempts
to use all available loudspeakers to create a perceptually-
accurate reproduction the recorded soundfield [17].

Here we model the virtual loudspeakers as point-
sources,1 such that a single loudspeaker at r0, driven with
a (Fourier-transformed) signal V0, produces a potential
field given by [18]

ψ0(k,r) =
eik|r0−r|

|r0− r|
V0(k). (5)

The total potential field produced by virtual HOA play-
back (denoted by the subscript “VA”) is then given by

ψVA(k,r) =
NL−1

∑
l=0

eik|rl−r|

|rl− r|
Vl(k), (6)

where Vl is the Fourier transform of the signal sent to the
lth loudspeaker and rl is the position of that loudspeaker.

To binaurally render the soundfield described by Eq. (6)
for a listener at position d, the left and right binaural po-
tentials (indicated by the superscripts “L” and “R,” re-
spectively) are computed by

ψ
L,R
VA (k,d) =

NL−1

∑
l=0

eik|rl−d|

|rl−d|
Vl(k)HL,R(k, ŝl(d)), (7)

where
ŝl(d) =

rl−d
|rl−d|

(8)

is a unit vector pointing from the translated position of
the listener to the lth loudspeaker and HL,R(k, ŝ) is the
far-field HRTF for a source in the direction ŝ.

1Note that we could have instead modeled the loudspeakers as
plane-wave sources, infinitely far away from the listener. However, we
chose to use finite-distance virtual loudspeakers so that this technique
will differ more significantly from the plane-wave expansion technique
described in Section 3.2.
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3.2. Plane-Wave Expansion and Translation
The second navigational technique we consider uses
a plane-wave expansion of the band-limited potential
field. It was shown by Schultz and Spors that, given a
plane-wave expansion of a soundfield, translation can be
achieved by applying a frequency-domain phase-factor
(or group delay in the time domain) to each plane-wave
term, based on the direction of travel of the listener rela-
tive to the propagation direction of each plane-wave [14].

It can be shown that any free-field potential field can be
written as an infinite sum of plane-waves, given by [1]

ψ(k,r) =
1

4π

∫
Su

µ(k, ŝ)eikŝ·rdS(ŝ), (9)

where µ is the complex-valued, frequency-dependent
amplitude of each plane-wave, called the far-field sig-
nature function, ŝ is the propagation direction of each
plane-wave, and the integration is taken over the surface
of the unit sphere. Given the spherical Fourier-Bessel ex-
pansion coefficients of a soundfield, the signature func-
tion is given by [1]

µ(k, ŝ) =
∞

∑
n=0

n

∑
m=−n

i−nAm
n (k)Y m

n (ŝ). (10)

In practice, we approximate integrating over the unit
sphere by numerical quadrature, so the plane-wave (PW)
potential field is given by [1]

ψPW(k,r) =
NP−1

∑
p=0

µ(k, ŝp)eikŝp·rwp, (11)

where NP is the total number of plane-waves, ŝp is the
propagation direction of the pth plane-wave, and wp is
the corresponding quadrature weight. For each term in
this summation, the potential field at r + d differs only
by a phase-factor eikŝp·d, so we combine this factor into
the signature function and define the translated signature
function µ ′, given by [6]

µ
′(k, ŝp;d) = µ(k, ŝp)eikŝp·d. (12)

The left and right binaural potentials for a listener at d
are then given by [14]

ψ
L,R
PW(k,d) =

NP−1

∑
p=0

µ
′(k, ŝp;d)HL,R(k,−ŝp)wp. (13)

3.3. Soundfield Re-Expansion
The final navigational technique we consider is to com-
pute a new set of ambisonic signals by re-expanding
the soundfield about a translated expansion point using
frequency-domain translation coefficients.

It can be shown that any individual spherical Fourier-
Bessel term can be expressed as an infinite spherical
Fourier-Bessel series centered about a translated expan-
sion point, d, as given by [9]

Rm
n (k,r + d) =

∞

∑
n′=0

n′

∑
m′=−n′

Γ
m′,m
n′,n (k,d)Rm′

n′ (k,r), (14)

where Γ
m′,m
n′,n are the so-called translation coefficients. In-

tegral forms of these translation coefficients as well as
fast recurrence relations for computing them are given
by Gumerov and Duraiswami [9] and Zotter [10].

Therefore, the potential field at r + d obtained through
soundfield re-expansion (SR) about d is given by

ψSR(k,r;d) =
N′S

∑
n′=0

n′

∑
m′=−n′

Cm′
n′ (k;d)Rm′

n′ (k,r), (15)

where N′S is the order-limit of the new expansion and Cm′
n′

are the complex-valued, frequency-dependent expansion
coefficients, when the expansion is taken about d. Com-
plementary to Eq. (14), the translated expansion coeffi-
cients are given by

Cm′
n′ (k;d) =

NS

∑
n=0

n

∑
m=−n

Γ
m′,m
n′,n (k,d)Am

n (k). (16)

It is important to note that these translated expansion
coefficients can be computed to arbitrarily high orders,
although the re-expanded field is still limited in accu-
racy and region of validity by the original expansion. In
other words, with increasing N′S, the re-expanded field
approaches the original band-limited field, not the inci-
dent field.

4. METRICS AND SIMULATIONS
In this section, we introduce the various metrics by which
we evaluate and compare the navigational techniques de-
scribed above, and describe the numerical simulations
conducted. Results are presented and discussed in Sec-
tion 5.
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4.1. Reconstruction Errors
Any practical implementation of any of the navigational
techniques described above will necessarily introduce er-
rors in the reconstructed soundfield. We classify these
errors into two types: truncation error and rendering er-
ror. Truncation error is introduced by using a finite-order
approximation of an infinite-order potential field. For
example, truncation error is introduced when computing
the band-limited potential field from the incident sound-
field. This type of error has been well-documented in the
literature, and is known to create a finite “sweet-spot”
(i.e., a region of space in which the expansion accurately
represents the incident soundfield) in the band-limited
field [5]. However, since all of the navigational tech-
niques operate using the band-limited potential field, this
error will be present in all cases (for the same original ex-
pansion order NS). Consequently, we exclude this trunca-
tion error from our analyses, to better compare only the
errors generated by each navigational technique. Note,
however, that soundfield re-expansion introduces a simi-
lar truncation error, as we are computing a new, finite-
order expansion of the band-limited potential field, as
shown in Eqs. (15) and (16).

Rendering (or aliasing) error is introduced by converting
a finite-order soundfield expansion into a finite sum of
discrete sources, e.g., through decoding to virtual loud-
speakers or by converting to plane-waves. This type of
error not only occurs when rendering the original sound-
field expansion, but also when rendering a soundfield
that has been re-expanded about a translated origin. As
is well-established in the literature, this type of error
also creates a sweet-spot in which the rendering error is
small [5].

Combined, these separate sources of error in each navi-
gational technique result in an overall reconstruction er-
ror, which is a measure of the total discrepancy between
the reconstructed (i.e., translated and rendered) potential
field and the original band-limited field. We quantify this
error as the normalized reconstruction error, given by

εR(k,r;d) =
|ψBL(k,r + d)−ψ ′(k,r;d)|2

|ψBL(k,r + d)|2
, (17)

where ψ ′(k,r;d) is the reconstructed potential field ob-
tained through any of the navigational techniques de-
scribed above. For the virtual-HOA and plane-wave
translation techniques, ψ ′ is the rendered field evaluated
at r + d, as given by Eqs. (6) and (11), respectively. In
the case of soundfield re-expansion, however, ψ ′ is the

soundfield re-expanded about d and evaluated at r, as
given by Eq. (15).

It is readily verified that for both the virtual-HOA and
plane-wave translation techniques, the process of transla-
tion introduces no new errors. Instead, the reconstruction
error for these techniques consists only of a rendering er-
ror that creates a static sweet-spot in the rendered field.
Soundfield re-expansion, on the other hand, introduces
truncation errors that change with translation position.
Furthermore, to facilitate conversion to binaural (and to
apply the localization metrics defined in Section 4.2), the
re-expanded soundfield must be rendered as a finite sum
of discrete sources, which introduces an additional ren-
dering error. Thus, the reconstruction error for the sound-
field re-expansion technique consists of both truncation
and rendering errors. For all simulations in this work,
we compute a plane-wave expansion of the re-expanded
soundfield.

We expect that the most relevant errors to the generation
of binaural signals are those in the vicinity of the lis-
tener’s head. Consequently, we also define a volumetric
reconstruction error, given by

εV (k;d) =

∫∫∫
V |ψBL(k,r + d)−ψ ′(k,r;d)|2dV∫∫∫

V |ψBL(k,r + d)|2dV
, (18)

where the volume integral is performed over a spheri-
cal region centered at d, i.e., surrounding the head. In
our simulations of each navigational technique, we eval-
uate volumetric reconstruction errors for a point-source
on the x-axis as a function of translation distance along
the y-axis, and compute each integral over a sphere with
a radius of 9 cm.

4.2. Localization Vectors
To predict the localization of sound in multichannel play-
back systems, Gerzon [19] defines two localization met-
rics: the velocity and energy vectors. The velocity vec-
tor is used to predict localization due to interaural time
differences at low frequencies (< 700 Hz) and is given
by [19]

rV(k) = Re
[

∑n Gn(k)r̂n

∑n Gn(k)

]
, (19)

where Gn is the complex-valued, frequency-dependent
“gain” of the nth source, and r̂n points in the direction of
that source from the origin. The energy vector is used to
predict localization due to interaural level differences at
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higher frequencies (500 Hz – 5 kHz) and is given by [19]

rE(k) =
∑n |Gn(k)|2r̂n

∑n |Gn(k)|2
. (20)

The directions of these vectors indicate the expected lo-
calization direction and their magnitudes indicate the
quality of the localization. Ideally, the vectors should
have a magnitude equal to unity and point in the direc-
tion of the virtual source.

In this work, we apply the above definitions to predict
localization both in the case of virtual HOA, where each
virtual loudspeaker is a source and the signals sent to
those loudspeakers are the source gains, and in the case
of plane-wave expansions, where each plane-wave term
is a source and the signature function and quadrature
weights determine the source gains. Moreover, we ex-
tend the definitions of these localization vectors to off-
center listening positions, similar to the work of Moore
and Wakefield [20]. We are then able to evaluate these
localization vectors as a function of translation position
and assess the ability of each navigational technique to
accurately reproduce localization cues at off-center lis-
tening positions.

For virtual HOA, the source gains at the origin are sim-
ply the loudspeaker signals, i.e., Gn(k) = Vn(k), and the
source directions are those of each loudspeaker, r̂n. How-
ever, at a translated position d, the effective source gains
(accounting for point-source radiation) become

Gn(k;d) =
eik(|rn−d|−|rn|)

|rn−d|/ |rn|
Vn(k), (21)

and the source directions are given by r̂n = ŝn(d), as de-
fined in Eq. (8).

For plane-wave expansions, the source gains at the ori-
gin are given by the product of the signature function
and the quadrature weight for each plane-wave term, i.e.,
Gn(k) = wnµ(k, ŝn), but the source directions are given
by r̂n =−ŝn, since ŝn is the direction in which the plane-
wave propagates. With translation, the source gains be-
come

Gn(k;d) = wnµ
′(k, ŝn;d), (22)

but the source directions do not change.

To compute localization vectors for the soundfield re-
expansion technique, we compute a plane-wave expan-
sion of the re-expanded soundfield and use that plane-
wave expansion to compute the localization vectors.

-1.0 -0.5 0.0 0.5 1.0

0.0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

x HmL

y
Hm
L

Ideal rV , rE

Fig. 1: Ideal localization vectors plotted on a rectangular
10 cm×10 cm grid in the x-y plane for a point-source at
rs = (2.5,0,0) m.

To qualitatively evaluate the localization performance of
each navigational technique, we plot localization vectors
for a given frequency on a rectangular 10 cm× 10 cm
grid of translation positions in the x-y plane. Figure 1
shows the ideal localization vectors (for all frequencies)
on this grid, for a point-source at rs = (2.5,0,0) m.

To assess each navigational technique’s ability to pre-
serve localization information throughout the translation
process, we evaluate the deviation of these localization
vectors from ideal with translation in terms of a direc-
tional error. For a point-source at rs and translation po-
sition d, the directional error δ is given by2

δV,E(k;d) =

∣∣∣∣r̂V,E(k;d)− rs−d
|rs−d|

∣∣∣∣ . (23)

In our simulations, we compute, as a function of fre-
quency, the average (RMS) directional errors in a plane
over a polar grid of translation positions with radial in-
crements of 10 cm and azimuthal increments of 15◦.

4.3. Simulation Parameters
To evaluate the navigational techniques described in Sec-
tion 3, we simulated navigation of a soundfield contain-
ing a single point-source at 2.5 m in front of the lis-
tener, rs = (2.5,0,0) m. Due to the axial symmetry of
this source placement, we consider only translation on
the half-plane defined by z = 0, y≥ 0. Unless otherwise
noted, the original expansion of this incident soundfield
was taken up to fourth order (NS = 4) and all soundfield
re-expansions were performed up to fourth order as well

2The directional error can be converted to an angular error (i.e., the
angle between the two unit vectors in Eq. (23)) by cos−1(1−δ 2/2).
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Fig. 2: Normalized reconstruction error (see Eq. (17)) in
the x-y plane at 1 kHz generated by plane-wave expan-
sion and translation. Other conditions are given in Sec-
tion 4.3. Left and bottom axes show nondimensionalized
distance at 1 kHz, while right and top axes show distance
in meters. Errors have been clipped beyond εR = 1 to
make the regions of low error more readable.

(N′S = 4). For all virtual HOA simulations, we decode
to a virtual array of NL = 36 loudspeakers arranged on
Fliege nodes [21], with an array radius of rl = 5 m, and
use near-field-compensated decoding [13] with both “ba-
sic” (or “mode-matching”) and max-rE weighting [17].
For all plane-wave expansions, we compute NP = 100
plane-wave terms also arranged on Fliege nodes and use
the corresponding quadrature weights.3

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Now we present and discuss the results of the simulations
described in the previous section.

5.1. Reconstruction Errors
Normalized reconstruction errors are plotted in Figs. 2
and 3. Figure 2 shows the reconstruction errors at 1 kHz
generated by a plane-wave expansion, plotted in the hor-
izontal plane for approximately ±1 m in each direction.
This plot clearly indicates the existence of a sweet-spot
which allows for relatively large back and forth transla-
tion but is significantly more restrictive of lateral trans-
lations. Nondimensionalized distances (kx and ky) are

3Node coordinates and corresponding quadrature weights can
be found here: http://www.mathematik.uni-dortmund.de/lsx/
research/projects/fliege/nodes/nodes.html

Fig. 3: Normalized reconstruction error (see Eq. (17))
in the x-y at 1 kHz for soundfield re-expansion about
y = 100 cm followed by plane-wave expansion. Other
conditions are given in Section 4.3. Left and bottom axes
show nondimensionalized distance at 1 kHz, while right
and top axes show distance in meters. Errors have been
clipped beyond εR = 1 to make the regions of low error
more readable. In contrast to Fig. 2, the origin of this
plot is the translation position, d = (0,1,0) m.

given on the left and bottom axes, and it can be veri-
fied that the reconstruction errors, when plotted over the
same range of nondimensional distances, retain the same
qualitative structure across a wide range of frequencies.
This trend breaks down, however, at low frequencies,
since the source distance is finite (2.5 m from the ori-
gin). For example, at 100 Hz, krs ≈ 4.6 is on the order
of the expansion order, NS = 4, at which point, the near-
field effect of the source has a significant effect on the re-
construction error. Although not shown here, the recon-
struction errors generated by virtual HOA exhibit very
similar behavior in terms of the structure and frequency-
dependence of the sweet-spot, although the size of the
sweet-spot is more limited than for plane-wave expan-
sions, likely due to the fewer number of discrete sources
(NL < NP).

Figure 3 shows reconstruction errors at 1 kHz generated
by re-expanding the soundfield at d = (0,1,0) m and then
converting to plane-waves, plotted in the horizontal plane
for approximately ±0.5 m in each direction. Again we
note the existence of a sweet-spot, although now cen-
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Fig. 4: Volumetric reconstruction errors (see Eq. (18)
and subsequent text) at 1 kHz as a function of translation
distance along the y-axis. Bottom axis shows distance
in meters, while top axis shows nondimensionalized dis-
tance at 1 kHz. Other conditions are given in Section 4.3.

tered around the translation position, whereas in Fig. 2,
the sweet-spot is centered around the original expansion
center. For other translation positions, it can be veri-
fied that the size of each sweet-spot is approximately the
same for any translation distance, and can be approxi-
mated by kr = N′S (= 4 in this case), where r is the dis-
tance from the translated expansion center. This result is
in very good agreement with the “rule of thumb” found
in the literature: that a soundfield expansion up to order
NS is accurate to within ∼ 4% for kr ≤ NS [5]. Indeed,
it can be seen directly from the plot that for |kx|, |ky| ≤ 4
(∼ 22 cm at 1 kHz), the reconstruction error is low.

To further explore this point, we plot in Fig. 4 the vol-
umetric reconstruction errors generated by each tech-
nique for translation along the y-axis. As expected, the
reconstruction errors grow with translation distance for
the virtual-HOA and plane-wave expansion techniques.
Soundfield re-expansion, however, is able to maintain
a low (approximately −50 dB) volumetric reconstruc-
tion error at all translation distances. We note that for
small translation distances (d ≤ 25 cm, which again cor-
responds to kd ≤ NS = 4), a plane-wave expansion of the
original soundfield yields smaller errors than that gen-
erated by re-expansion. This suggests that soundfield
re-expansion is only beneficial for larger translation dis-
tances or, equivalently, at higher frequencies.

As we noted earlier, soundfield re-expansion incurs a
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Fig. 5: Average directional errors (see Eq. (23)) of
the velocity vectors as functions of frequency, RMS-
averaged over a polar grid of translation positions for
0 ≤ r ≤ 1 m in increments of 10 cm and φ ∈ [0,180◦]
in increments of 15◦. Other conditions are given in Sec-
tion 4.3.

truncation error similar to that present in the origi-
nal expansion of the soundfield. Consequently, with
higher-order re-expansions, we expect the sweet-spot
to grow both in spatial and frequency extent. In this
way, the reconstruction errors generated by soundfield
re-expansion, especially those in the vicinity of the lis-
tener, can be made arbitrarily small simply by computing
higher-order re-expansions. Of course, doing so results
in a greater computational load and may not be practical.

5.2. Localization Vectors
Localization vectors reproduced by each navigational
technique were plotted over a range of translation po-
sitions and qualitatively compared. The velocity vectors
were evaluated at 150 Hz and the energy vectors were
evaluated at 1 kHz. Although not shown here, we ob-
served that all techniques are able to accurately repro-
duce 150-Hz velocity vectors for translation distances
on the order of 1 m, as the plotted vectors agreed very
well with ideal (shown in Fig. 1). The average direc-
tional errors for the velocity vectors generated by each
technique are plotted in Fig. 5. From this figure, we see
that the velocity-vector directional errors at low frequen-
cies (< 300 Hz) are small, but sharply increase around
300 Hz for all techniques. This is explained by the fact
that a fourth order expansion is accurate within 1 m of the
origin only for frequencies up to ∼ 220 Hz (see previous
discussions in Section 5.1).
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Fig. 6: Reproduced energy vectors (see Eq. (20)) at 1 kHz, plotted on the same grid as in Fig. 1. Other conditions are
given in Section 4.3.

For the 1-kHz energy vectors, however, the results are
varied. Figure 6 (a) shows the reproduced energy vectors
for plane-wave translation. This figure clearly shows that
the energy vectors are not reproduced correctly with lat-
eral translation, as the directions of the vectors do not
adjust to point back towards the source on the x-axis.
Although not shown here, the reproduced 1-kHz energy
vectors for virtual HOA exhibited very similar behavior.

This result, in the case of a plane-wave expansion, can
be explained mathematically by the nature of translation
along plane-waves. From Eq. (12), we recall that transla-
tion along a plane-wave is achieved through multiplica-
tion of the signature function by a complex-exponential
phase-factor. Consequently, when the translated signa-
ture function is used to compute the energy vector, the
phase-factors, which have unity magnitude, have no ef-
fect on the result. This fact points to a fundamental limi-
tation of the plane-wave translation technique: that trans-
lation phase-factors are unable to spatially-redistribute
the energy in the soundfield. This limitation, as well as
the structure of the reconstruction errors observed above
in Fig. 2, may explain the findings of Winter et al.: that
localization errors increase with lateral translation dis-
tance [15].

However, the same work showed that accurate localiza-
tion can be achieved for lateral translations, although
larger translation distances require higher original expan-
sion orders [15]. It is possible that, since phase-factors
manifest themselves as group delays in the time-domain,
other psychoacoustic factors such as the dominance of
low-frequency interaural time difference cues [22] and/or
the precedence effect [23] may compensate for incorrect

energy vectors and lead to correct localization, but we do
not explore this here.

In the case of virtual HOA, given the relatively large size
of the array (rl = 5 m) and the frequency 1 kHz, the
point-source loudspeakers behave very much like plane-
wave sources over the region considered. For example,
if the listener is 4 m from the nearest loudspeaker, at
1 kHz, kr ≈ 73.3� 1, so the wavefronts will be nearly
planar [18]. Consequently, the behavior of the energy
vectors for this technique should be very similar over
the navigable range to that of the plane-wave technique,
which was indeed the case.

The energy vectors produced by soundfield re-expansion
are shown in Fig. 6 (b). In this case, the energy vec-
tors show significant errors beyond a certain translation
distance and the magnitudes of the vectors become very
small, indicating the localization would be ambiguous, if
not wholly incorrect. These results suggest that, while
plane-wave expansions are unable to reproduce energy
vectors which turn towards the source with lateral trans-
lation, the energy vectors produced by soundfield re-
expansion are much more sensitive to the truncation er-
rors inherent in the band-limited expansion of the sound-
field. Consequently, the energy-vector directional error
for plane-wave translation increases very gradually with
translation distance, whereas the directional error gener-
ated by soundfield re-expansion increases very sharply
beyond a certain translation distance.

To further explore this point, we plot in Fig. 7 the av-
erage directional errors for the energy vectors generated
by each technique. We observe that the soundfield re-
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Fig. 7: Average directional errors (see Eq. (23)) of the
energy vectors as functions of frequency, RMS-averaged
over the same grid as in Fig. 5. Other conditions are
given in Section 4.3.

expansion technique is the only technique to exhibit a
sharp increase in energy-vector directional error, which
occurs at approximately 500 Hz. The virtual-HOA and
plane-wave translation techniques do not show any in-
crease in energy-vector directional error with frequency.
At very low frequencies, we see large directional errors
generated by both plane-wave expansion and soundfield
re-expansion, although these errors are attributed to the
near-field effect of the point-source at 2.5 m. Similar
to the sweet-spot discussion in Section 5.1, at frequen-
cies for which krs� NS (i.e., below ∼ 87 Hz), the near-
field effect becomes significant and leads to directional
errors in the energy vectors. A surprising consequence of
this trend is that, to achieve directionally-accurate energy
vectors at these low frequencies, only the lowest-order
terms of the soundfield expansion should be considered.
However, this effect may not have significant perceptual
consequences since the energy vector predicts interaural
level differences and is only applicable for high frequen-
cies (> 500 Hz) [19].

5.2.1. Energy Vectors for Lateral Translations
The localization vector results presented above seem to
suggest that none of the considered navigational tech-
niques are capable of accurately reproducing energy
vectors for lateral translations. However, by taking a
higher-order original expansion of the soundfield, we
find that soundfield re-expansion (up to order N′S = 4)
is indeed capable of reproducing directionally-accurate
energy vectors with lateral translation. Figure 8 shows
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Fig. 8: Directional errors (see Eq. (23)) as a function
of frequency for soundfield re-expansion followed by
plane-wave expansion, given two different original ex-
pansion orders: NS = 4 and 6; RMS-averaged over the
same grid as in Fig. 5. Other conditions are given in Sec-
tion 4.3.

the average directional errors in the energy vectors gen-
erated by soundfield re-expansion, for two original ex-
pansion orders: NS = 4 and 6. At low frequencies, we
again note the influence of the near-field effect, which
becomes more prominent for the higher expansion order.
At higher frequencies, however, a higher-order original
expansion yields lower average directional errors. For
example, given an original expansion of the soundfield
up to order NS = 6, the reproduced energy vector grid at
400 Hz matches very well with the ideal and yields an
RMS directional error of δE = 0.124.

6. CONCLUSIONS
Numerical simulations of three navigational techniques
(virtual higher-order ambisonics, plane-wave expansion
and translation, and soundfield re-expansion) are con-
ducted to compare these techniques in the context of bin-
aural navigation of higher-order ambisonic soundfields.

In terms of the soundfield reconstruction errors intro-
duced by each technique, results show that virtual-HOA
and plane-wave translation techniques necessarily create
static sweet-spots that restrict the range of motion of the
listener, whereas the sweet-spot created through sound-
field re-expansion coincides with the translated position
of the listener. We also show that the reconstruction er-
rors generated by soundfield re-expansion can be made
arbitrarily small (or, equivalently, the sweet-spot can be
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made arbitrarily large) by increasing the re-expansion or-
der. However, the overall discrepancy between any re-
constructed soundfield and the exact incident soundfield
is still limited by the original expansion order, since all
of the navigational techniques operate on a band-limited
expansion of the incident soundfield.

As for the effect of each navigational technique on pre-
dicted localization cues, results suggest that all of the
techniques are capable of reproducing low-frequency in-
teraural time difference cues over a wide range of trans-
lation positions. However, the limited high-frequency
information provided by the band-limited expansion of
the incident soundfield imposes more stringent limita-
tions on the reproduction of high-frequency interaural
level difference cues. Our analysis reveals a fundamental
limitation of the plane-wave translation technique: that
it is unable to spatially-redistribute energy information
in the soundfield to update high-frequency localization
cues in response to lateral listener translation, although
accurate low-frequency temporal cues may or may not
compensate for this limitation. For the soundfield re-
expansion technique, we observe that the range of trans-
lation positions over which localization vectors are ac-
curately reproduced is strictly limited to a finite transla-
tion distance, beyond which directional errors increase
rapidly. The virtual-HOA and plane-wave translation
techniques, however, experience more gradual increases
in directional error with translation distance.

Also, as a proof-of-concept, we show that higher-order
expansions of the original soundfield enable the sound-
field re-expansion technique to more accurately repro-
duce energy localization cues with lateral translation. As
the original expansion order is increased, we expect these
results to extend to higher frequencies and larger transla-
tion distances.

It is important to keep in mind that all of these techniques
are limited by the accuracy and the region of validity
of the original expansion. Consequently, for low-order
recordings and those containing sources very near to the
microphone array, the range of motion allowed by any
navigational technique will be significantly limited.

6.1. Future Work
The localization results of this work are encouraging,
but need to be further verified. As noted by Gerzon,
each localization vector only tells part of the story, and
should not be taken in isolation as a predictor of local-
ization [19]. Additionally, when the localization vec-

tors do not agree or are small in magnitude, the local-
ization predicted by these models becomes ambiguous.
Consequently, future work should incorporate more so-
phisticated binaural models (such as those already used
by Winter et al. for the plane-wave translation tech-
nique [15]) and consider additional psychoacoustic ef-
fects such as the dominance of low-frequency interau-
ral time difference cues and the precedence effect to
more accurately and definitively predict localization. Ul-
timately, subjective listening tests are needed to both ver-
ify the predictions of this work and gain general feedback
on the performance of these navigational techniques.
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